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Sudden Fiction continued: 60 New Short-short Stories is a collection of short stories published in 1996. It was compiled and edited by Robert Shapard and James Thomas. The collection includes a number of new stories from the Pacific Rim. Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories Facebook Essays and criticism on Short-Short Fiction - Critical Essays. The recent popularity of the short-short story has been attributed to the fact that micro-fiction, one-minute fiction, mini-fiction, flash fiction, and sudden fiction, among others. Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories edited by Robert Shapard and James Thomas consulted nearly two-hundred magazines and chose sixty. If you like short stories that begin something like, Once upon a time, in a kingdom far, far away, in a sudden fiction international—that bounty of short-short stories from all over the world? Range across countries and cultures, the selection includes a number of new stories from the Pacific Rim. Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories Facebook Essays and criticism on Short-Short Fiction - Critical Essays. The recent popularity of the short-short story has been attributed to the fact that micro-fiction, one-minute fiction, mini-fiction, flash fiction, and sudden fiction, among others. Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories edited by Robert Shapard and James Thomas consulted nearly two-hundred magazines and chose sixty. If you like short stories that begin something like, Once upon a time, in a kingdom far, far away, in a. Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories. Buy Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories Revised Shapard, Robert Author Paperback 1996 by Robert Shapard ISBN: from . Sudden Fiction Continued 60 New Short-Short Stories - YouTube. By responding to America's love affair with the short-short, editors Robert Shapard and James Thomas consulted nearly two-hundred magazines and chose sixty. If you like short stories that begin something like, Once upon a time, in a kingdom far, far away, in a sudden fiction international—that bounty of short-short stories from all over the world? Range across countries and cultures, the selection includes a number of new stories from the Pacific Rim. Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories Facebook Essays and criticism on Short-Short Fiction - Critical Essays. The recent popularity of the short-short story has been attributed to the fact that micro-fiction, one-minute fiction, mini-fiction, flash fiction, and sudden fiction, among others. Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories edited by Robert Shapard and James Thomas consulted nearly two-hundred magazines and chose sixty. If you like short stories that begin something like, Once upon a time, in a kingdom far, far away, in a sudden fiction international—that bounty of short-short stories from all over the world? Range across countries and cultures, the selection includes a number of new stories from the Pacific Rim. Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories Facebook Essays and criticism on Short-Short Fiction - Critical Essays. The recent popularity of the short-short story has been attributed to the fact that micro-fiction, one-minute fiction, mini-fiction, flash fiction, and sudden fiction, among others. Sudden Fiction Continued: 60 New Short-Short Stories edited by Robert Shapard and James Thomas consulted nearly two-hundred magazines and chose sixty. If you like short stories that begin something like, Once upon a time, in a kingdom far, far away, in a sudden fiction international—that bounty of short-short stories from all over the world? Range across countries and cultures, the selection includes a number of new stories from the Pacific Rim.